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SUMMARY 

Th« purpose of control of laboratory environnant is to subdue whatever 

disturbances stay seriously sffect the intended work. 

The cléments of the environment which require some degree of control 

and typical constraints aret 

Temperature Level usually 20°C, 23°C or 25°C 

Temperature Constancy from 40.01°C to + 2°C 

Temperature Uniformity from 0.02°C to 2oc 

•elative Humidity 35% to 5« R.H. 

Pressure 5 to 10 mm W.C. gage 

Lighting 75 to 100 foot candles 

Electrical fields avoid radio-frequency Inter- 
ference and magnetic masses 

Vibration.. less than 50 nM displacement 
below 200 Hs at instrument 
base 

Noise 35 on Noise Criteria curve from 
20 to 9,600 Hs 

Cleanliness less than one-half million part- 
icles over one micron In sise per 
cubic meter of air 

Th« selection of building site,  location of laboratory space within 

the building, segregation of work by degree of precision,  the uss of 

modular laboratories, proper location of office space, storage areas and 

passageways and careful apparatus design all Influence ability to control 

the laboratory environment. 

Thore are many Important decisions affecting the design of the control 

system«.    Por example, centralised versus local refrigeration, site of 

controlled tones, choice of detector type and location,  type of filtration 

and the us« of digital monitoring facilities. 
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Sine« *nvlr«»at»tal control en «mount to at «weh •• 40% of th« 

total cost of tht butldtn« and Iti intarlor construction. It it Important 

to pty earaful attention, «t th. b.<lnnin«. of th« projoct, to .11  factor« 

which influence controllability. 

1 
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INTRODUCTION 

Better work is possible when disturbing influences are minimized. 

The puroose of control of the laboratory environment is to subdue whatever 

disturbances mav seriouslv affect the Intended work.  The oroper time to 

consider these influences is when prolect approvals are first requested - 

stmnlv because environmental controls have an aonreciable effect on cost. 

Other occasions are during site selection, building design, materials 

choice, laboratory layouts, facility definition and eouinment selection. 

Since it is nossible ro decide on environmental control needs riçht after 

assumption of laboratory functions, this decis'on can precede the o* her 

elements of laboratory design.  In fact, since these other elements of 

laboratory design are  dependent on aspects oc  environmental control, its 

definition should be completed earlv in the design process. 

Conversely, if left for later, costly constraints are included in 

the control problem.  In fact, the most difficult and expensive possib- 

ility Is to add control» to an existing structure. 

The environmental elements which reauire control are shown in 

Table I alone, with some typical values. 

Various factors which Influence the laboratory environmental control 

problem are given in Table 2. 

Finally, from the point of view of the control equipment Itself, a 

number of decisions vitally äfftet the resulting system with respect to 

complexity, versatility and security. 

The designation of environmental controls is, therefore, a process 

of choosing from alternative locations and degrees of specialisation 

required for the laboratories in a manner which will adequately limit 

disturbing element* by means of acceptable systems of control. 
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Tabi« 1. Controllad El—nt« o* «•*»• Laboratory Environ—nt 

1. ATMOSPHERICS 

1.1 Tawparatur« 

1.11 Laval 20, 23 or 25°C 

1.12 Uniformity 0.0l°C to 2°C 

1.13 Rata of Chant« 0. 5°C par hour 

1.2 Ralatlva Huartdtty 35?. to 50* R.H. 

1.3 Claanlinaaa UM than 50,000 partida» 
par cubic foot ovar 0.5 
Micron 

1.4 Praaaura 3 to 10 wm W.C. 

2. LIGHTING 

2.1 lavai 75 foot candía« at 
1 «atar alavation 

2.2 Spactruai lo* infra-rad 

3. ELECTRICAL PIEL08 

3.1  H.F.I. 

3.2 Magnatie Maaa 

4. VURATIO* 

4.1 Salvale 0.0O1 to 0.003 G, or» 
50 ma balov 200 Hi 

4.2 HolM 



TabU 2. factor» Which Influanca Laboratory Environ—n ta I Control 

1. LOCATION 

1.1 Building sita....terrain, traffic, alactrlcal flaida. 

1.2 Laboratory Araa..intarlor or not. 

2. DEGREE OP SPECIALIZATION 

2.1 Typ« of work calibration, taat or ganara I 
product evaluation. 

2.2 Sit« of laboratorlaa..aodular or apeclallaed. 

2.3 Logiatlca 4eaignation of of fica apaca, 
atorago araaa and passageways. 

3.  APPARATUS DESK» eontpUf rick mmg9t  „ ^^ 
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I.  CONTROLLED ELEMENTS OF THE LABORATORY ENVIRONMENT 

The type of test work to be done (mechanical, electrical, chemical) 

and the precision specified determine which elements require control and 

the decree of control needed.  In general; temperature, lightin«, noise 

and cleanliness are often considered from the point of view of human 

occupancy, so the additional justification of adequate test results is not, 

at first, assumed to be a burdensome imposition on the laboratory de- 

signer. For the precise measurements demanded by modern standards of 

product performance, control of environmental disturbances has now become 

an important limitation to achieving acceotable results. The precision of 

available test apparatus exceeds performance specifications of the tested 

objects. The capability to obtain meaningful and reproducible test data 

is, therefore, a function of adherence to certain test conditions.  For 

this reason, environmental controls are selected according to measurement 

accuracy requirements and have now surpassed the demands imposed by 

human comfort. 

A. Atmospheric Disturbances 

Due to the fact that many standards instruments change value with 

temperature, it is necessary that temperature be known if the properties 

of these devices are also to be known. In particular, where highest 

precision is required, historical trends are used to estimate instantaneous 

values. In such cases the reproducibility of temperature levels spanning 

long periods of time is Important. 

(a) A suitable temperature level is selected according to optimum 

conditions for the measuring instruments and devices to be tested - as 

compromised by practices in associated laboratories. More than one temper- 

ature level i« needed in an extensive laboratory facility to achieve 

adequate results for the various technologies involved. 

(I) 
The section of the ISA report of Committee F-6   pertaining to 

temperature levels was prepared by government Investigators anticipating 



the design of NBS, Boulder, Colorado, and by a representative of an in- 

dustrial laboratory.  From discussions with these authors, it is concluded 

that the primary basis for the selection of 23°C was the assumption of a 

most comfortable temperature level for oersonnel.  It í «; the author's 

observation that the most comfortable ambient temperature is suMective. 

It is not intended to debate physiological and psychological effects of 

the ambient temperature on the human, however.  It is generallv conceded 

that changes in relative humiditv, outside temperature and the activity 

of an individual outshadows the effect of the difference between ?3°C and 

2-)°C in one's attitude about the comfort of an ami tent temperature level. 

Th« VDE/VDI on the sublet of resistance standards maintains 20°C as 

a recommended temperature for usual standard resistors while choosing 

25°C for resistors of the highest precision.  European-medn resistance 

standards have traditionally been referenced to 20°c. These are now of 

secondary standard grade. Presently, with resoect to primary resistance 

standards, precis« work requires the use of a controlled temperature oil 

bath. These are generally maintained at 25°C. 

For technical reasons of minimiiing resistor temperature coefficient, 

heat transfer from humans to instruments and frequently transfer error 

from reports of calibration (given at a reference temperature of 25°C) to 

test results, the temperature level of 25°C is suggested for electrical 

laboratories in preference to either 23°C or 20°C. (2) 

For mechanical and optical laboratories, the gages and test devices 

are invariably specified for use at 20°C.(3) This is, therefore, the 

recommended temperature level for these laboratories. Choices for other 

laboratories can be similarly made. 

(b) A practical specification Is +0.5°C for temperature uniformity 

of the electrical and heat laboratories. While closer control over uni- 

formity is desirable, it Is the writer's experience that most laboratories 

do not consistently achieve better results. As a practical matter, the 

simplification of the design of cooling and control apparatus resulting 
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fro« the adoption of a reasonable «pacification, auch aa ±0. 5°C, can 

actually laad to Improved performance if «ort attention is paid to tha 

factora of haat and mass tranafer. 

For general teatini laboratori««, a ipeclfication of +1°C ii 

acceptable.  In the caae of chemical and acoustic laboratorlea. +2 C would 

be a nomai variation. 

Mechanical laboratorlea for di«enaionai measurement and calibra- 

tion, on the other hand, have epecial demands on uniformity and constancy. 

It is not rare to find ambient temperature lévela specified to be within 
. (4) 

+0.02 C for length mtaaurement by interferomatry. 

(c) Deviations with respect to amplitud« and rate are significant. It 

is suggested that th« amplitude of temperature changes from the desired set 

point be limited to +0.5°C. The effect on most instruments should be 

negligible. This applies to instruments which are essentially comparison 

or ratio devices in which all parts are exposed to the same temperature and 

in which some care is taken to assure that these parts have proportional 

changea due to temperature (thereby «aintalning ratio). Other devices 

which are to be measured in air such as air capacitors, do have a signifi- 

cant coefficient, («.g., 20 ppm for a 0.5°C change of temperature of air 

capacitors). When the accuracy limit of measurements of air capacitors 

is +50 ppm, a change of 0.5°C from designated temperature can obviously re- 

sult in a contribution of approximately 40X of total allowable limits from 

this source alone.   Where the Introduction of temperature variations 

becomes a significant part of error tolerance, special precautions for 

temperature monitoring can be undertaken to achieve desired results. Ac- 

cordingly, it is the writer's judgment that the specification of pre- 

cision of temperature control of +0.5°C will be adequate a for the majority 

of circumstances and not an insurmountable Impediment for the epecial 

occasiona when «ore careful attention to stability is required. 

With respect to rate of change of temperature, a period of 

one hour ahould be acceptable for the maximum amplitude mentioned above. 

A good control result is illustrated in the chart of Figure 1. 
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Referen« i. «.de to th. work of J. ». Mill.». HI. on Ti« 

Con.t.nt. of Laboratory Instrument..»*6 > which show, that «t ln.trum.n- 

t.tion ha. . relatively high thermal inertia to rapid change, in .mblent. 

Thi. work further .ugge.t. th« requirement for preconditioning of in.tr«- 

-t. Prior to «.king measurements. The r.te of change of te.nper.tur. of 

typic.l electric.l   standards i.  shown In Figure 2 below. 

60 

Elopsed lime, mlnules 

Figure 2.       Thermal L.g of Certain Electric.l Standards 
(reprinted with permission of Mr. J.R. Miller of I..S. 
Army Metmlo^y and Calibration Center) 

(d)    Electrical and certain mechanical  tests are influenced by relative 

huwtdlty .nd thi.  is normally controlled a. an auxiliary  function of fmp- 

eratur. regulation.    A value of  J« -  5OT relative humidity Is  generally 

acceptable and recommended. 

(«)    The ««.sûrement of «as. to high levels of precision,  .a well .. 

protection of exposed int.rn.i. of instruments, require, certain st.nd.rd. 

of cleanliness with respect to gaseous and .olid atmospheric immuriti... 

Thi. «ff«ct. the design of tr.ffic p.tt.m. with th. l.bor.tori...   N.t.ri.1. 

of con.truction .hould n.ce...rily b. s.Uct.d to avoid th.ir creating prob- 

lems of dust.    Acoustical m.t.ri.1. .re p.rticul.rly d.ng.rou. in thi. 

re.pect.    Llkewi.e, common floor materi.l. cre.t. .ub.t.nti.l .ir-born. 

particulate matter.    Vinyl floor aurf.ce. are recommended^for general use 

plaatic coated «ateríala should be used where poe.ible. 



The recommendation« of ISA-F6 Report in this regard are acceptable 

for solid matter (less than one-half million particles per cubic meter over 

one micron - lesa than two million particles per cubic meter over one-half 

micron).  These results are obtainable as a consequence of filtration and 

due care in the handling of equipment before it comes to the laboratory. 

Figure 3 will illustrate the effectiveness of H.E.P.A. filters.  Electrical 

and heat laboratories are not particularly critical with respect to this 

factor. Good operating practices reduce contaminants brought in by humans. 

Physical layout of the laboratory can help with removal of larger particles 

of dirt.  The maintenance of instruments in console constructions can also 

minimite the consequences of this problem.  Finally, the use of separate 

cleaning and storage areas will aid further to achieve an acceptable result. 

A fact which is important, but not often recognized, is the desire- 

abilitv of clean air with respect to gaseous components.  Small concentra- 

tions of hydrocarbon in the atmosphère can cause poor reliability of 

electrical contacts used in low level circuits. While most low-level 

switching devices are hermetically sealed, it is still recommended that 

car« be taken to ensure reasonable levels of freedom from gaseous contam- 

ination by attention to fresh air intake and fume hood design.   *10^ 

» 

(f) General recommendations call for the maintenance of a slight 

positive pressure for laboratory atmospheres. Recommendations range from 

5 ma to 10 mm of water column gage pressure within the laboratory proper. 

This results in leakage of air to the exterior of the laboratory Instead 

of Infiltration of duaty air or drafts. There is no need for precise 

regulation of this positive pressure. It la recommended that a minimum 

positive pressure is perhaps the more desirable to make it easier to 

1   open the doors of the building. 
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B.     Illumination 

(a)    Adequate  ltvtli and contrast contribute to reduction of human 

error.     In tome cases,  light must be excluded.     (Photography,   optics, 
pyrometry). 

Lighting  specifications are referred to bench level.    Host 

commonly specified  is a level of 100 foot candles.    It  is recommended 

Instead,   that  an average value of 75 foot  candles at a height  of one 

««ter  above the  floor be maintained. 

It  is also prudent to achieve a comfortable  level  of brightness 

contrast and a ratio of one to three is  suggested between surroundings 

and task.    There have been attempts to provide extremely uniform lighting 

patterns to avoid glare and the psychological aspects of objectionable 

reflections,     in such places,  shadowless  lighting is a disadvantage and 

results   in  lower visual acuity. 

It  should  be an important  requirement  to avoid the use of 

localised light  sources as these are also  significant  sources of heat 

and,   therefore,  temperature distortion. 

Attention  should be given to the  finish and color of walls and 

ceilings to enhance  general  illumination  levels.    Where lamps are enclosed, 

it  Is helpful  to include some type of diffuser lens with transmission cut- 

off characteristics  in the near-infrared region. 

(b)    Removal  of  infra-red energy may be needed where temperature is 

extremely important.     A 0.5°C elevation of bench temperature has been 

traced  to IR energy  from lamps/ Certain wavelengths affect the output 

of  saturated Standare cells.    Fluorescent  light contains spectral energy 

responsible  for darkening of saturated cell chemicals and a consequent 

changa  in EMF output.    While Incandescent  light has frequently been recom- 

mended where saturated standard cells are used,  it is also to be noted 

that such saturated standard cells are invariably enclosed in constant 
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teej.r.tur. b.th..    For thi. r.a.on.  it  i. not ....«ti.l to u.. lnc.nd.ec.nt 

l.-p».    Further., «ny  .light .ff.ct  on th. EHF output of «tur.t.d 
standard ell. » « con..ou.nc. of t^por.r, .xpo.ur. i. tinpor.ry .nd not 

permanently h.rnfui. 

C.    Fl.ctrlc.l 

El.ctroeagn.tic int.rf.renc« d«p.nd. on coteaunic.tion .nd .n.rgy 

tr.n.f.r both in.id. .nd out.ld. th. laboratori...     Attention required to 

cbl. .nd roo» .hi.lding d.p.nd. on th. p.tt.rn of  .p.ctr.l .nd ..n.itlvity 

r.euir.~nt. for «...uree-nt. during th. u..ful Uf of th. l.bor.tory. 

Shi.lding r.o«ir—«t. .r. loc.l.   in g.n.r.l.     Th. «cption. r.Ut. 

to prop.r grounding.    A ground n.t or grid  .hould b. de.ign.d .nd in.t.ll.d 

during building con.truction.     Th« .rr.n,—nt for  th. introduction of 

ground oot.nti.i  conductor, throughout th.  l.bor.tory .hould not  .ncour.g. 

multiple ground»  for th. »»«• «...uring *y»t«in. 

(.)    Sour«, of r,dio-fr.«u«ncy .nergy  .hould not cre.te tnt.rfer.nce 

for furth.r «...ureeent».    Thi. include, «echinery which c.n create sp.rk. 

such .. c.rt.in typ« of g.n.r.tor. .nd motor, a. w.ll .. Huore.cent  fix- 

tures.    Th... d.vice. »hould b« .hi.ld.d «t   the »ource. So«, .ppara- 

tu.,  .uch .. r.frig.r.tion machinery or other equipment  should be mounted 

out.ide th. l.bor.tory (pref.r.bly out.id.  the building)  .nd the« .ervic 

brought  in through conductor».    Att.nu.tion  level» of 16 dB .re gen.r.lly 

»pecifi.d.    It  i» propo»«d that «p.ci.l .r... devoted to sensitive 
•...uremnt. of AC .n.rgy including microwave energy be e.p.ci.lly .hi.ld.d 

( *) to avoid  interference. 

(b)    V.ry weak fi.ld aeaeurements should b. conducted in an ar.a rela- 

tively fr.. of matn.tlc «»»eoe in th. »tructur..    M.t.ri.1. cho««n incled. 

«oa-r.inforc.d.  c.t concr.t«. hollow concr.t. brick., wood beam, »uch at 

fr«. «olid o.k or glu.d sheets, copper angle pi.ee», bra», bolt» and brente 

<i. (l2) nails. 
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D.    Vibration 

I (a)    Vibration maxima of O.OOIG to 0.003G are acceptable for dimen- 

sional and  electrical laboratories,   respectively.     Another  specification   for 

vibration   limits  Is *»0 nanometers below 200 Hz at  an   Instrument base. 

(b)    Limitations of  40 decibels,   or,  35 on the   Noise Criteria curvr 

from 20 to 9600 Ha have been suggested   In Renerai.     Acoustic  laboratories 

are exceptional  Installations which have other requirements. 

II.     FACTORS WHICH  INFLUENCE LABORATORY  ENVIRONMENT CONTROL 

A.    Location 

From the macro viewpoint,   the first consideration for environmental 

control of a laboratory Is geographical.    Ordlnarv   judgment  suggests iso- 

lation as a means of obtaining  freedom from disturbance.    With regard to 

environmental protection,   some  attention should be  drawn  to the possible 
(  4 ) advantages of a hillside or underground location. 

The following four laboratories have taken advantage of the greater 

temperature and position  stability afforded bv underground  installation. 

The Instituto Galileo Ferrarla  In Italy has its primary voltage calibration 

facilities  some maters underground.     This affords temperature stability 

which, together with othar précautions,  has resulted  in an excellent 

history of  standard cell  calibration with the BIPM.     Thla  is notwith- 

standing the absence of automatic temperature control  equipment. 

The LCIE at Fontanay Aux Roees used two basement  levels for laboratory 

facilities.(l2) 

The U.S. Air Force main laboratories at Heath,  Ohio,  has four lavala 

underground to a depth of 65 feet. 

The new dlmenalonal  laboratory of the Instituto G. Colonettl at Turin, 

Italy, will have twenty primary laboratories underground.    The temperature 
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will be controlled to +0.0loC.    Th.se re.ult» should be approximated with 

. minimum of control effort as « result of careful attention to he.t 

»    (13 ) transfer concepts. 

Special attention is drawn, however, to the Vestinghouse Electric 

Corporation primary calibration laboratories at their Aerospace Division 

near Baltimore,  Maryland.    This laboratory is partially buried in the 

side of a hill.     The primary  laboratory rooms are located within the 

deepest part  of  the  structure  leaving offices and access for personnel 

and instrument transfer  for the exposed front of the building.     It  is 

known that  the results exceeded the anticipated performance by a com- 

fortable margin,   and also that costs were minimized. 

It  is recommended that advantage be taken of available terrain to 

locate laboratories where the stabilizing effect of sub-surface condltiona 

can be used to advantage,  and.   further, where wind and sunlight changes 

introduce the  least disturbance to the refrigeration load of  the labor- 

atory building. 

For reduction of exposure and prevention of gradients due to outside 

temperature changes,   it  is suggested that all primary laboratories be 

located  internal   to the building structure. This means there will b« 

no walls of anv primary laboratory ad lacent ru an exposed building exterior 

nor any windows which  face on the outside. 

It  is acceptable that the laboratories face othcrprlmary laboratories, 

offices,  corridors,  antechambers or  facility passageways. 

Windows to let people see inside the laboratory without entering are 

deslreable.    A widely used material   for observation room windows is 1/4 Inch 

polished plate glass on which a very thin chromium alloy surface coating is 

deposited on one  side/1   '    This would protect against heat transmission 

from the outside and disturbance to workers inside (from noticing people 

looking in). 
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B. Degree of Specialisation 

It it assumed that there will be two general types of laboratories, 

differentiated in design and location according to function. One type would 

be occupied with routine repetitive measurements while the second would 

Involve sophisticated, aperiodic tests of the highest order. The basis 

for this concept is to minimize confusion between the different classes 

of equipment required, to reduce traffic in areas requiring greater care, 

to reserve expensive control apparatus to those sections requiring such 

complicated systems, as well as to provide the most advantageous physical 

location for each function. 

It is a further assumption that the higher order laboratories will 

usually operate with a full time staff of two men per laboratory.<l6) 

The grouping of specialised calibration laboratories separately 

from the routine testing laboratories is recommended to maintain res- 

pective environmental requirements. 

Laboratories range from anterooms used for single instruments (such 

as micro-balance rooms) to huge areas for complete product tests (hangars). 

The usual range ia 10« x 15« to 75» x 100«. Unless crowded, the smaller 

room la easier to control. This is not to say that the larger rooms 

cannot be controlled. In the large laboratory at McClellan AFB, for 

example, two distinct areas of temperature are achieved with no visible 

demarcation. 

For control purposes, a »mall laboratory is better. The sise and 

shape must also allow for apparatus and services. 

Mr. Jesse C. Norman has analysed tht laboratory from the point of 

view of efficient utilisation of floor and bench space and determined that 

3.35 x 6.1 matara represents optimum/ * He also presents a good case 

against the us« of movable partitions and other than multiples of the basic 

modulo. Considerations of environmental control confirm Mr. Norman's 

recommendations to avoid partitions and non-modular areas. 
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E,c.ptl.n.. .r... .« hish v.u.». .nd .c.t.c. Lb.r«.rl...    «nvir- 
„«„t.t eon».». -, « IM.»«« b, jlMi- ..««»r. .nd .ir ««IM. « 

..propri«, pl.c. «ithln th.«! rooM. 

Th. „ulp».nt t. .nt.r th« Lbor.torv .held b. «or.d in .« MM. 
„.., „ot..th.t.nd,n. th. „.C...U1.. for cond.t.onin. t. .rr.v. .« th. 

op r MM«..»,    on. r...on for thU i. th. r.,..r.Mnt    or cl..n!    .... 

Tbl. M.n. th.t th. .».«-» *-» - c.— .1—« <» »« > 
... .1.» pr.-ch.C.d for condition .no pr.viou. ht.tory.    Th. p....« 
.„.ip-nt (.. «11 » P.0PI. int. th. l.bor.tor,) .hould b. thr.u,h « 
.„-lock, or int.~di.rr r«-, .hich c.n provid. .<- P«t.ctio» ...1.« 
¡^«"ur. d,.t«rb.nc. .nd dirt.    Th.t .Ir-lock «r b. »tili..d for 
.tor.,, of  instruct, -hich h.v. .lr..d, b..n .1MM« »d to provid. . 
„.„. for t«p.r.tur. condit.onln, of th... in.tru-nt..    Th. «or.». .« 
b. .rr.n,.d .0 „uip^-t  1. .«...ibi. fro« .ith.r .id. of th. .Ir-lock 

(th. »ir-loek sld. or th. l.bor.torr «id«). 

*„.th.r M.t.1  faction for th. .ir-lock en b. th.t of .. »"'« "«' 

f.r cut.tlon. «cr.t.rl.l «rk, «int«,..e. .f r.f.r«,c. «M.I.. »«r... 

«c.    Thi. conçut P.r-lt. b..t ... of .p.c. .nd .t th. .... «-«•"• •*- 
.„.    Th. .v.r.«. p.r.on «n.r.t» d..t. h..t (.boot 125 «tt.>, 
dl.t»rb.nc. to .ir fi« P«t.rn,, .l.ctrlc.l fi.ld. .nd .ound l.v.l. .«d 
I. b..t l.ft out.td« th. Lbor.fr, *..n not n..d.d for conductin, t..t.. 

Stor... .r.. 1. . ->" «nd.r..tl-t.d r.,»lr«.nt. in ,«.r.l.   Fr«. 
th. point of »1« of «,.lr«».»t.l condition., do not .tor. «n»..d .,p.r- 

«... ..ulpMnt to b. t..t.d or r.«ord. «lthi« th. Lbor.torv. 

C.    Apparata» Dt»l«n 

Th« «tt.nu.tton of dl.turb.nc« to th. «..wring tn.trunmit.tion «nd 
th.tr .t.nd.rd. c«n •• .chi.v.d by «an. of con.oi. con.tructlon.    Such 
con.ol«. (u.u.ily of «ot.l> provid« .craning «nd . prot.etlv« layer of 
«ir.   Thi. IIM .hi.ld« .Lctric.l eonnoctlon. «nd termination, fro« 

draft.. 
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Included In cht concept of consoles, would be special chancers such 

as oil baths, air baths or specialised groups of apparatus. 

This concept Isolates sensitive «Maturine, apparatus and also stain- 

tains the aspect of devices which produce heat or electrical fields, 

thereby yielding more consistent measurements. 

III. ENVIRONMENTAL COMTKOL SYSTEMS 

The previous chapters described the elements of the environment 

to be controlled and factors of laboratory design which Influence our 

ability to control disturbance. These design considerations are an 

important part of the environmental control problem and their cost and 

purpose can be charged to the environmental control function. For example, 

they should not only he considered in the architectural context of suit- 

ability for use by inhabitants or flexibility of function. It is most 

Important to design the facility so it can be controlled. 

A number of important decisions are involved in selecting the 

control system (see Table 3). These will be considered in the following 

discussion. It is not Intended to substitute for e design study. 

A. Airflow 

A typical airflow system is described in Figure 4. 

The airflow pattern frequently recommended is that from eelling to 

floor. (See Figure 5). Various inlets along the celling cm be arrange« 

in a pattern which will provide distribution as well as adjustment. 

Openings of various types in the floor can permit exit for exhaust gases. 

One possibility is a removable floor panel which cm also facilitate 

changes in sub-floor cable layout. Such m installation can be found 

at the Matsushita Electric Compeny, Tokyo, Japan. 
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T.M«   1.       Cm^rol   SY»t— DtcUlOÜi 

1. Pnau«atic or Elactric Control 

2. Central Uad or Individual Syattm« 

î. Analog or Digital Exacutien 

4. Degree of Coiaputar Intarvantion 

5. Additional Computar Functiona 
6. Seouenca of Dehuiaidification, Cooling and Haating 

7. Air Inlata and Outlata 

I. Air Velocity 

o.  Detector Chelea and Location 

10.  Leadvira and Shialding Conaidarationa 

U.  Monitoring »acordara 

12.  Typa» of Actuator« 

II. Filtration Meaaureaenta 

14.  laaotting of Control Point« 

19.  Safaty Conaidarationa 
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Return ducts within the wallt are espaciallv rcconmcndcd at a meaas 

of removing the heat generated within consoles or other apparatus mounted 

adjacent to these walls.     Make-up air ranges from 20?, to 100% of 

circulation depending upon outside air temperature and interior activities. 

Chemical laboratories, for example, use 100?. fresh air. About 10 changes 

of air per hour with room velocities limited to about seven meters per 

minute are suggested. 

B. Control Apparatus 

For extremely precise control (+0.01°C), a mini computer regulating 

a series of hot and cold water mixtures provides controlled wall temper- 

atures at the IMCC at Turin, Italy.<l3i 

More typical are refrigeration machines for air cooling and dehumldlfl- 

cation with electric heaters, hot water or steam coils for final temper- 

ature control. Cooling can be regulated by means of bypass of refrigerant 

or chilled water around cooling coils in the filtered air inlet duct. 

Electric heat can be precisely regulated by devices such as saturable 

reactors. A "sero-firing" type of power regulator is recommended to avoid 

generation of electrical Interference. 

Examples of dust removal by electrostatic and mechanical filtering 

can both be found in standards laboratories. Stationary as well as moving 

belt types of mechanical flitera are employed. For clean rooms very special 
( io\ 

arrangements for air flow are necessary. 

C. Zoning 

Calculations of dynamic response of temperature distribution resulting 

fro» changes in heat load, air flow and cooling medium will define limita 

of controllability. This« in turn, will establish the area of each con- 

trolled sene. 
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Efforts should also be mad* to analyze and prevent  possibilities of 

interaction between zones  resultine, from the use of conmon air  flow 

paths.     A damper position change made to control   air distribution in 

one laboratory should not   induce an airflow disturbance   in another  lab- 

oratory. 

D.     Detectors 

A humidity detector can be located in a central air supply for control 

of refrigeration of primary air. Both wet and dry bulb (using thermo- 

couples or resistance thermometers) and conductivity tvpes are used. 

Temperature detectors should have a siable calibration.  Many in- 

stances have been observed where typical elect: rical thermometers show 

readings in greater variance than control tolerances claimed for the 

individual lav.ratorv.  Useful are resistami thermometers of the 100 ohm 

Copper type in a Caliendar four-lead confirmation.  The spee¿ of response 

is slower than for thermistors, for example, hut still faster than the 

laboratory control response. 

Peripheral location near ben«.ties is 'referred tr a cenerài  ocat'on 

near the ceiling.  Pairs can be connected f< - , «? n-.*iM ,.r- -. evr. 1 ..» 

uniformity control by adding or subtracting trans'-í i > t r cutouts. 

E.  Monitoring 

A multi point trend recorder in an ante-chamber or in the laboratory 

proper can be used for startup and also monitoring baths, chambers, power 

supplies or long term functions related to experiments. 

There is some benefit to considering the use of a small comput«r for 

control of the various rooms throughout the laboratory building. It can 

also provide for security functions such as the measurement and monitoring 

of service facilities as well as to permit calculations. 
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m thl. cas. . emnlind facility en bt used for pump, chiller, 

mechanical equipment "start-stop" functions, chang.-of-state .canner 

for critical «witch position monitoring, program for start-stop 

timed function», high-speed scanning with digital readout for alarm 

functions, alara status summary, system shut-down programs, security 

«onltorlng, graphic prelection system, emergency situation display. 

In one Instance, a centralized monitoring facility for 12 buildings 

cost $150,000 Including wiring but resulted in annual savings In 
electric power valued at $85,000.(20) 

C Costs 

Various references can be found to suggest the cost of controlled 

onvlromaent. In view of subsequent price changes, it may be ¡«ore use- 

ful to compare the cost ratios,  for example: 

Table 4.    Cost of Laboratory Construction 

Doslgn 7T- 

Buildlng 27% 

Inside Construction 25X 

Air Conditioning 22\ 

Electrical \Q% 

Plumbing 3% 

Accordingly, the cost of environmental protection amounts to perhaps 
*0t of the total. 
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SaUctlon of a aultabl« «it« can roduca tha raqui ramants of tnvlr am- 

mantai control,  and corraapondln*ly, raduca tha coat of th« facility.     It 

is,  tharofora,  racommondad that • laboratory aita aurvay pay particular 

attention to quaatlona of alactro-maanatlc intarfaranca, vibration, 

»couitlc nolaa and tamparatura ranfia»    I" conclualon,   aubatantlal banofit 

can ba had by caraful attantton,  at all  ata««*» to minimi«ina dlaturbancat 

to tha ©paratin* anvlronmant of any nan taatina, or calibration laboratory, 

but  it la «»at  important at tha outsat. 
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